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TOOL AND DATA INTEROPERABILITY
IN THE SSE SYSTEM
Overview
Industry Problems with Program and Data Interoperability
SSE System Interoperability Issues
SSE Solutions to Tool and Data Interoperability
Attaining Heterogeneous Tool/Data Interoperability
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Goals
Maintain separation of methods from tools
supporting the methods
Point of view of methods and tool users, not
tool-builders
Separate classification from evaluation
Repository for information
Determine "gaps" in methods and tools
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• standards, process groups
Initial (ad hoc/chaotic) Project management
Project planning
Configuration management




A sequence of life cycle tasks, which when properly
executed produces the desired result
--I
An effective process must consider
- the relationships of all the required tasks
- the tools and methods used
- the skills, training, motivation, and management of the
people involved
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Promote the evolution of software engineering
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• . * • " 'Insert technology that provides automated support for
the process and methods
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Currently the engineers are the essential
integrating factors tying all these components
together
The engineers today empower the tools
versus
the tools empowering the engineers
